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2:00 PM
Command Every Stage of your Project | Ryan Mays
Take a look at how back office and project management teams can get
real-time reporting by integrating  ERP/Accounting systems and
connecting the field to the office.

Monday, November 7

12:00 PM
The Great Library | Matt Ramage
A bold new global initiative, this series follows an expert team's effort to
conceive and design a virtual monument to house all of humankind’s
knowledge around Connected Construction. 

1:00 PM
Build-to-Bid Estimating & Cost Control | Dawid Weideman
Trimble Quest enables contractors to create project estimates that
integrate seamlessly with Viewpoint, MS Project and Trimble field
applications for real time budget insights and efficient cost control.

11:30 AM
ProEdge | Niecka Pate & Joe Tinaj
ProEdge is the first end-to-end upskilling innovation platform, providing
teams a way to scale their new skills across the entire organization.

3:00 PM
HP Boosts Productivity by Digitally Connecting Design to
Construction Onsite | Andy Dickey
This product demo session is an opportunity for leaders and thought
leaders in design and construction to learn about HP's vision for the
future of construction site layout. We will discuss the shared
challenges faced by today's construction teams (particularly those
faced by layout professionals), the affect this is having on productivity,
and how we aim to play a role in solving these problems by providing
construction layout productivity gains up to 10x

3:30 PM
Trimble Forensics Solutions: Informed Decision Making on Large
Scale Scenes | Bryce Adams & Dan Tirapelli
Go with us as we explore a scene where multiple victims exist, witness
interviews are inconsistent, and questions need to be answered
immediately in order to find the suspect at large.
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9:30 AM
Cat Command Remote Control and Semi-Autonomous
Solutions: Changing How Gets Done | Matt Hendry

It once seemed impossible for heavy equipment to be operated over a
long-distance data link, but advances in remote control and autonomous
technology have made it possible. Cat Command solutions are scalable
and incremental, allowing companies to enter at the level they choose.

10:00 AM
The Journey of Drones in Surveying | Brock Ryder

The here and now of drones in surveying and how it has added benefits
to your data collection. Looking at where this technology will lead and
how it can change data collection in the future. With the onset of AI,
droneports and automation, the way we collect and use data is changing.

11:00 AM
Ryvit Product Demo | Mike Cisar
Stop assuming any one of your digital tools should be positioned as the
center of your tech stack. Your data should be the center of attention.
See how GCs, subs, designers and owners all benefit when
interconnected dataflows ensure everyone is on the same page.

11:30 AM
High Accuracy Data Capture: Arc GIS Field Maps and Trimble
DA2 | Amber DeMassimo
ArcGIS Field Maps is a powerful mobile app for streamlining data
capture. Paired with Trimble DA2 Catalyst receiver, Field Maps delivers
the ultimate experience for centimeter to sub-meter accuracy data
capture on Android and iOS platforms. Learn to configure and capture
high accuracy data.

Tuesday, November 8

1:00 PM
Hilti ON!Track Asset Management Platform and Connected
Tools | Samantha Smith
Optimize your tool crib, minimize costs, and simplify your day-to-day by
digitizing asset management. Designed for construction, Hilti’s
combined Tool Services deliver high-performing cloud-connected tools
and powerful asset tracking. Come see how it works! 
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2:30 PM
The Journey of Drones in Surveying | Brock Ryder

The here & now of drones in surveying and how it has added benefits to
your data collection. Then, looking where this technology will lead, & how
it can change large scale data collection in the future. With the onset of
AI, droneports & automation, the way we collect and utilize data is
changing.

2:00 PM
Driving Increased Profitability for MEP Contractors with
Trimble Construction One | David Keane

It’s no secret that construction faces some of the lowest profit margins
compared to other industries. But just because that’s an industry
standard doesn’t mean that MEP contractors can’t be more profitable.
The opportunity for profitability lies in your ability to accurately and
efficiently execute on projects by ensuring the right data flows to the
right people at the right time. We’ll show some examples of how this is
possible during this demonstration.

1:30 PM
The Construction Technology Buyer's Journey | Ron Spink
Learn how IRONPROS is transforming from a traditional construction-
media company by changing the buyer and seller engagement model with
technology solutions. In employing both platform diversity, and new site-
product launches, Ron will share how they have evolved their portfolio
towards “where the market is going next”, and the ways in which this has
impacted their client solutions, go-to-market approach, and future
business models.

Wednesday, November 9

10:00 AM
HP Boosts Productivity by Digitally Connecting Design to
Construction Onsite | Andy Dickey
This product demo session is an opportunity for leaders and thought
leaders in design and construction to learn about HP's vision for the
future of construction site layout. We will discuss the shared
challenges faced by today's construction teams (particularly those
faced by layout professionals), the affect this is having on productivity,
and how we aim to play a role in solving these problems by providing
construction layout productivity gains up to 10x
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1:30 PM
Make Your Workflow Better with e-Builder | Matt Brown

Large construction projects are notoriously plagued by communication
bottlenecks, resulting in schedule delays and cost overruns. Learn how
e-Builder's process engine helps owners achieve superior efficiency in
their workflows, and in turn drastically reduce all of these headaches.

10:30 AM
Pavement Express: Managing Pavements for Local
Agencies | Joe Garvey
With billions of dollars in infrastructure funding becoming available for
the renewal of roads and bridges across the US, local governments need
to ensure that they get maximum value for their pavement investments.
Learn how Trimble's Pavement Express can help agencies get the most
value out of these infrastructure funds and increase the efficiency and
sustainability of their pavement management practices with advanced
analysis. Engineering firms are further invited to partner with Trimble to
leverage Pavement Express and deliver more value to your local agency
clients.


